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This is a work of fiction. Any similarity to persons living or dead is either 
coincidental or expressed consent was authorized. The story depicts graphic 
scenes and is intended for a 14A audience. All events are loosely based on 
stories, opinions, and experiences of selective Indigenous youth in Calgary. 
This graphic novel is not to be sold for profit by USAY or any other persons, 
however, donations can be made at usay.ca.

Several dialects of Blackfoot exist; only one dialect is represented in this work. 
Traditional Blackfoot legends, stories, and characters inspired the art and story. 
This work is intended to be used as a language-learning tool, which should be 
combined with resources to be effective in producing a proficient speaker. 
Readers are encouraged to consult fluent speakers to learn more about 
pronunciation and stress patterns. Readers should also consult our Blackfoot 
Learning Guide at usay.ca or on our YouTube channel for further language 
development.

No parts of this publication may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or 
transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic, mechanical, photocopying, 
recording, or otherwise without written permission of USAY.

For information regarding permission, please contact 403-233-8225.

Funding generously provided by:
Canadian Heritage,
Aboriginal Peoples Program,
Aboriginal Language Initiative

by the Urban Society for Aboriginal Youth 
(USAY)

Copyright © 2020
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Whenever you see the USAY AR logo scan over the 
page with your device with the app open, then watch 
the image come to life. Make sure your ringer is on and 
volume is up. Now, you can find the AR pages throughout 
the novel, open the app and enjoy!

Get our APP!
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Aayo ihstipatapiyoop, nohk'ksikaakskohsaakinaann ahohk ksisstsikoyik.
O Creator, be near us today.
 
Kimmaatookinaan, anak kaanomyanistsitapi nit'hpipoy.
Take pity on us, all peoples included.
 
Oky niit'h piipoy, annak kawaapoomahka, payootah, sooyitapii.
Also, I pray for all creative who roam the Earth, all birds, and all sea creatures.
 
Maakoohkomaanist asookapis ksahkoom.
Everything on Earth to remain the way it should be.
 
Anak maatsoopookhkootima maakohksti piik'khotsimass.
All unfortunate people to acquire their needs.
 
Noomhpiipoy anak kanaitapi makoohsookapis opatapiisowiy
For all people to have a good life, good health.
 
Oky ninoohkitoot'hsisk miisaamipaatapiysin, Miistawaatsimaan, kaamotaani, 
kootsimaan.
Also, I ask for a long life, to raise my children to adulthood, to escape harm, 
and to have all my necessities taken care of.

Prayer
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This is an AR practice image, utilize the app to 
check out the USAY logo come to life. 

And check out the learning guide below!
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A Blackfoot Graphic Novel
A’paissamma na Victor (Finding Victor)



I can see it in my mind.
Ever since it happened.
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Someone is there. Nitaitsinoawa (I see 
them) with my own eyes. Nitayoohtoawa 

(I hear them) with my own ears.
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Oki (hello)
Victor! Kitsiksimatsimmo 

(greetings)!
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What are 
you doing out 

there by yourself? 
Stamipiit (come 

in)!
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I know 
what you need. 
Have a drink.
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Sometimes it’s easier not to think about it. 
Niksimsstaanists (my thoughts), block it from 
my mind so that I can’t see it anymore.
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 But no matter how hard I try…

It still appears.

Amohk isspoohtsi (the sky), kiamohk 
miistakists (the mountains), kiamohk 

isttssootsi (and the forest). 
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I hate how it makes me feel. And I
don’t know what else to do.

Not understanding. 

But not knowing.
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I wish I knew.

Kitaikiihpa 
(what’s going on)? 

What’s wrong with you? 
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Niksi sinaakssiksi aitsinikatomiyaawa 
(the pictures speak for themselves).

 Sometimes it’s the only
thing that helps.
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The only problem is…

Not everyone thinks it’s a good idea.

Aa, iksoksinaaki (yea, 
it is a nice picture), that’s 

really good.

You don’t 
know who you 

are? Come on, help 
me out here.

Maybe 
you should 
just keep 

moving hey?You sure you want 
to play it like that? 

Tsa kitanikkoo (what’s 
your name)?

I don’t 
know.
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How about you help me 
out ma (here)?

Sorry kid, you’re 
not giving me a 

choice here.

CLANK!
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Vandalism.

What’s that 
for?

I thought you said 
iksoksinaaki (it’s a nice 

picture).
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I hate when people call them my parents. 
Maatami niksissta (that’s not my mother). 

Maatami ninna (that’s not my father).

Apparently they agree.

This is his foster home. 
Annom ookoowayi (this is 

his home).

 You his 
parents?
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They told me ikaahksok’apii nookoowayi (my home 
would be happy). Kianni maatsoka’pii nookoowayi 

(but it wasn’t happy, my home).

I’ve never had a happy home.
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How am I supposed to find a home like 
that? Maataitstsii’pa (it doesn’t exist).

I can’t even find myself. 
Nita’tsohsi (I’m lost). 

I have no sisters here. No brothers. 
Maatatokoyiksokoyihpa (I don’t have any 
relatives). Well... Not anymore at least.

I do remember it was different...
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Nitsikaahsitsi’pa 
(it’s beautiful).

But that’s all gone now 
ever since naaahsa akai’niwa (my 

grandmother died).

Naaahsa (my 
grandmother) 

took me there when 
nitsitaahki’naksspiiyi (I 

was young). 

Miistakistsi (the 
mountains). Isspoohtsi 
(the sky). All different 

colours.

It’s the most beautiful 
place I’ve ever been.
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That’s okay. 
You can share 

mine.

I’ve never even 
had a home like that. 

I’taamookoowayi (a happy 
home).
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Why’d he have to go and do that? Nitaakohkaaniikka 
(he should have talked to me).
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They say it’s the last time. 
Ni’tokska (one), naato’ka (two), 

niiokska (three), ki akaiksista’pii. 
(and it’s over).

This isn’t a damn Baseball game!

I don’t even know what 
to do with you, maybe 

call niksi a’pao’takiiks (the 
workers)?

This is the last time 
Victor! Kianniayi (that’s 

enough)! You can’t keep getting 
into trouble like this.
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Tsimaa nitaakohkitapoohpa 
(where will I go)?
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I’m not leaving it up to niksi a’pao’takiiks (the workers).
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Nitaaka’tsohsi (I will get lost). 
I can get lost all on my own.
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Victor, ikkanattsi (it’s beautiful)! 
Kisinaakssistsi (your pictures), 

make more of them!

sinaaksistsi (pictures) 
for the valley, sinaaksistsi 

(pictures) on the wind.

Sinaaksistsi (pictures) of your 
friends, sinaaksistsi (pictures) for 

the forest,
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Have to know who 
you are first....

You ever do a 
self portrait?

Kiyaakowaahtsinoohsi 
(draw yourself)?

Tsa kiyaakanaistsiisinai’pa (how 
would you draw that)?
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Takaa niisto 
(who am I)?

Tsimaa nitaakitapoo 
(where am I going)?

 Sometimes it’s hard to know.
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Annima (first), I paint the picture in my mind.
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Even then, nimaatohtsitapi’taki’pa 
(I can’t find myself).
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Kiann (and then) there’s only one thing left to do.
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Ikskiinattsi. (It’s dark). It’s dark inside. It’s filled with smoke.

And I welcome it. Iksoka’pii (it’s good).

Escape in the quiet for a time.
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But then too much time passes.

Akaisamo (it’s been a long time).
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Matapiiksi (people) come ki (and) matapiiksi 
(people) go. Strange things happen

 Now I am even naming a mannequin

Isn’t that 
right Becky?
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Itai’samma’pssi (time is wasted). Like leaves on wind.

Itai’samoyi (time stands still). 
Like ice on a river.
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And at the end of it all…

I still can’t find him.
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We all miss Liam here at group 
too, we wouldn’t want to lose you too. 

Kitainoowa kitsiksskini’taki (I know you 
are sad).

You know. 
Victor, you know 

kitsaakiohkookowayi (you 
still have a home).

Victor? 
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And then when too much time has 
passed, amoyi ki’sommi aakattot’oowa 

(the moon will come out).

Ki amoyi naato’si aakomatapoowa 
(and the sun will begin to go).

It’s time to travel once more.
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Maybe I’m looking in 
the wrong place.
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Na naaahsa ki niisto 
(my grandmother and I), we 
would watch soksistsikoistsi 

(the clouds).
Find 

animals. Find 
berries. Find 

rivers. 
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Find that place, Victor. 
Stamoohkoonit (just find it)! 

Don’t give up.
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 I don’t know ita’paissa’tsi’pi (what 
I am looking for).
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All I know is maatsitstsii 
anno (it doesn’t exist here).
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Who is he to tell 
me not to give up?

Nitakkaawa (my friend). Tsimaa 
itaitapoowa (where did he go)?
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Why does he care where I am?
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The best place is no place. 

The best somebody is nobody.
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You should know.

You made that choice.
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And ever since, nitaikkitsini’pa 
(I see it in my mind).

I see that place.
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Did you feel like me?

You ever feel like anni 
ohpakoyittsi (a fire)?

Or fade to ashes.

Like all you can do is burn.
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Maybe that’s not all I can do...
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First I paint the picture in my heart.
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Still nimaatoohksskini’pa 
(I can’t find myself).
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Pictures 
on the 
wind.

Stamaisinaakit
(just keep drawing), 

Victor.
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I always got in trouble for 
nisinaaksistsi (my pictures).

Annohk (now) someone 
wants me to paint them?
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I don’t know where 
nitaitapoohpi (I am going). But 
I do know that I was here.

I can make my mark.

Just like they used to 
maahksinaakssi (write) 

on stone.
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Oki (hello), 
nitaanikko (my name is) 

Victor.
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Doing a good thing still isn’t easy.

Iiyikowa (it’s challenging).

You get so used to things being maka’piiyi (bad). 
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It doesn’t matter how many nitawaikahtso’pists. 
(games I play). I still don’t know who I am.
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She has been here like forever.

But I’ve seen this before, she probably
won’t last another month. I don’t know.

She’s alright I guess. Seems to 
always do what she says she will.
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 Don’t you 
remember what I 

told you? Kitohkookowayi 
(you have a home). Go 

speak to niksi omahkitapiksi 
(the Elders).
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I have always had respect for niiksi omahkitapiksi 
(the Elders). Maybe I never gave them a chance.
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What am I doing here?

I feel like such a fraud.

I didn’t grow up knowing 
naato’wapiists (the 

traditional ways/ceremony).
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 I have to get out of here.

I don’t care where I go, but I 
am not a real Native person.
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Maybe this isn’t so bad. I can try.
Iki’taamksaahkomma (the land is 

really beautiful).

Hey, I know the
feeling, like you 
don’t belong here 

right?
Well you do, 

it takes practice and 
time. 

Kitsiitsitapiikoan 
(you are Indigenous). 
You belong, and if you 
don’t know something, 
kaakaanikit. (just ask 

me).
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Mistaakistsi (the mountains). 
Miistsiiksi (the trees). The 

colours in the sky.
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Kitsi’taamksaahko (your happy place), Liam.

Your happy place.

It’s you.
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Saa (no) 
Victor.

It’s 
you. 
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Nitaakohkonomokiyaa nookoowayi 
(they say they can find me a home). 
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 It’s not easy. 

Iiyikowa (it’s challenging).

It’s not
perfect.
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Itoomsttsitssi. (it’s the beginning). 
It starts as naato’yisinaakssin

(a picture in my spirit).
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But it’s not the final destination.

Niistowa (it’s me). 
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Finding Victor is also a virtual reality escape Finding Victor is also a virtual reality escape 
room. If you would like more information room. If you would like more information 

please check out this website by connecting please check out this website by connecting 
with the AR app. with the AR app. 

Some of the content and images in this graphic novel Some of the content and images in this graphic novel 
may have triggered an emotional response. Should you may have triggered an emotional response. Should you 

need additional supports please use the AR app to need additional supports please use the AR app to 
scan over the below image for access to help. scan over the below image for access to help. 
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Otskapinaaki Heather Bliss
Heather’s Blackfoot name was given to her by her late friend 
and teacher Tootsinam Beatrice Bullshields. She is a non-
Indigenous linguist living and working in the traditional and 
unceded territories of the hənq̓ə ̓minə ̓m̓-speaking peoples. 
Born and raised in Mohkinsstsis (Calgary), Heather has 
been collaborating with members of the Siksika and 
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Blackfoot language for over 15 years. She is a Lecturer 
at Simon Fraser University and an Adjunct Assistant 
Professor at the University of Calgary.

Ikino’motstaan Noreen Breaker 
Ikino’motstaan Noreen Breaker is a Siksika Elder with 
specialized knowledge in Blackfoot language and culture. She 
holds a BA in Canadian Studies from the University of Calgary. As 
a fluent first language speaker of Blackfoot, Noreen has collaborated 
with linguists on Blackfoot language projects for over 15 years 
and has taught introductory Blackfoot language courses at the 
University of Calgary. 

Natoopii Lee Breaker 
Natoopii Lee Breaker is a member of the Siksika Nation and 
a Horn Society Elder. He is committed to the revitalization of 
the Blackfoot language and culture.
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This is a Blackfoot Graphic Novel based on virtual reality escape 
room, Finding Victor. It tells the story of Victor who is searching 
to find himself after the death of his friend Liam. He is lost, 
confused and depressed and then finds himself homeless. As he 
searches to find out who he really is, he uses his artwork and the 
support of his community to find his way. 
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